
Introduction

The Halloween ESL Lesson Plan Elementary is designed to engage young learners in

a fun and interactive way while improving their English language skills. This lesson

plan aims to introduce students to Halloween-related vocabulary, encourage

speaking and listening practice, and foster creativity through various activities. By

incorporating the theme of Halloween, students can explore cultural aspects of the

English-speaking world while enhancing their language proficiency. This topic

provides an exciting opportunity for students to learn new words, express

themselves, and participate in enjoyable learning experiences.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Jack-o'-

lantern

A carved pumpkin with a light inside, traditionally used as a Halloween

decoration.

Trick or

treat

A Halloween custom in which children go from door to door asking for treats

and threatening to play tricks on those who refuse.

Costume
Clothing worn to portray a particular character or theme, especially on

Halloween.

Candy Sweets and chocolates given out during Halloween.

Haunted

house

A building or location that is believed to be inhabited by spirits or ghosts,

often set up as an attraction during Halloween.

Contextual Usage



1. When we carve a Jack-o'-lantern, we scoop out the insides of the pumpkin and

then carve a spooky face.

2. Children love going trick or treating in their neighborhoods on Halloween night.

3. Many people enjoy dressing up in elaborate costumes for Halloween parties.

4. The best part of Halloween for kids is collecting candy from house to house.

5. During Halloween, some people visit haunted houses for a thrilling experience.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the Halloween ESL lesson, start with a "Halloween Charades" game.

Prepare a list of Halloween-related words or phrases such as "witch," "vampire,"

"trick or treat," and "haunted house." Divide the class into two teams and have

them take turns acting out the words or phrases without speaking while their

teammates guess. This activity not only captures students' attention but also

incorporates Halloween vocabulary and encourages students to use non-verbal

communication to convey the words or phrases. It sets a lively and engaging tone

for the lesson while getting students excited about the Halloween theme.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Halloween Word Scramble

Divide the class into small groups and provide each group with a list of Halloween-

related words that have been scrambled. Instruct the students to work together to

unscramble the words and write down the correct spellings. Encourage them to

discuss the meanings of the words as they unscramble them. After a set amount of

time, review the answers as a class, discussing the meanings and usage of each

word.

Listening Activity: Spooky Storytelling



Play a recording or read aloud a spooky Halloween story to the class. Provide

students with a list of key words or phrases related to the story beforehand. After

listening to or reading the story, have students work in pairs to retell the story

using their own words, incorporating as many key words or phrases as possible.

This activity encourages listening comprehension and speaking skills while allowing

for creativity in retelling the story.

Roleplay Activity: Costume Fashion Show

Ask students to imagine they are attending a Halloween costume party. Have them

work in pairs or small groups to create and describe their ideal Halloween costumes

using descriptive adjectives and expressions related to clothing and appearance.

Then, organize a "costume fashion show" where students take turns presenting

their costumes while their peers ask questions about their choices. This activity

promotes speaking and descriptive language skills in a fun and imaginative way.

Reading and Writing Activity: Create Your Own

Spooky Story

Provide students with prompts such as characters, settings, and plot ideas for

creating their own spooky Halloween stories. Encourage them to work individually

or in pairs to write their stories using the provided prompts. Once completed, allow

time for students to share their stories with their classmates, fostering creativity,

reading comprehension, and writing skills through peer interaction and feedback.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with creating a Halloween-themed vocabulary

collage. They are required to find and cut out pictures from magazines or print them

from the internet that represent at least ten Halloween-related words they learned

in class. Below each picture, students should write the corresponding word. This



assignment reinforces the vocabulary learned in class and encourages creativity

while incorporating visual elements related to the lesson.

Conclusion

Summary

The Halloween ESL Lesson Plan Elementary introduced students to a variety of

Halloween-related vocabulary and language skills through engaging activities.

Students had the opportunity to enhance their speaking, listening, reading, and

writing abilities while immersing themselves in the festive theme of Halloween.

Reflection

As students reflect on this lesson, they can recognize how learning about Halloween

vocabulary and participating in themed activities has expanded their language

proficiency. They can apply the new words and expressions they learned to

everyday conversations, further developing their English language skills.

Additionally, the creative and interactive nature of the lesson fosters a deeper

understanding of cultural traditions and encourages students to express themselves

confidently in English.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Engaging Cultural Context

The Halloween ESL Lesson Plan Elementary provides a culturally rich context for



language learning, allowing students to explore and understand the traditions and

customs associated with Halloween in English-speaking countries. This not only

enhances their language skills but also broadens their cultural awareness.

Creative Language Practice

The Halloween theme offers a plethora of opportunities for creative language

practice, from storytelling and role-playing to vocabulary building through engaging

activities. Students can express themselves in English while immersing themselves

in the imaginative and festive world of Halloween.

Motivating and Fun Learning Experience

By incorporating a popular and enjoyable topic like Halloween, the ESL lesson

becomes more engaging and motivating for students. The excitement surrounding

the holiday creates a positive learning environment, making language acquisition

an enjoyable experience for young learners.


